COURSE NAME

Leadership and Team Development Course

AGE GROUP

18 - 65

DURATION

8 days 7 nights

SAFETY RATIO

We maintain a high staff to participants (1:6). There will be 12
participants maximum per group plus 2 instructors which are our
safety ratio for all groups of all age.

COURSE NATURE

Land / Sea (Kayaking) Journey (Wild Camp)

COURSE FEE

HKD 8,160

SUBSIDY

Online Apply Subsidies (Maximum 50%)

VENUE

Outward Bound Hong Kong Tai Mong Tsai Base OR Wong Wan Chau Base
210 Tai Mong Tsai Road, Sai Kung OR Wong Shek Pier

Tai Mong Tsai Base

Wong Shek Pier

LEADERSHIP AND
TEAM DEVELOPMENT COURSE

METHOLOGOGY
Our facilitators are sensitive and
creative, more than able to support
and encourage personal growth and
development. through a series of
problem-solving tasks, skills inputs
and real-life development
opportunities. For example:
Living in close proximity to others,
we guide delegates through a
'Journey of Personal Development
and Discovery.'

The tasks allow for experimentation, not just in
leadership styles and skills but also by observing
they learn to offer positive non-threatening
feedback.
Each Task concludes with a short period of
reflection and 360 feedback which allows
individuals to become more sophisticated leaders
and more empathic team members.

We change the group dynamic for
each task by withdrawing two
delegates to act as observers. they
initially lead the feedback supported
by our facilitators.
Through the fluidity of change the
delegates learn how to manage the
reality situational leadership and
begin to understand the Forming,
Storming, Norming, Persorming
model of team and group
development.

MISSION
Outward Bound is a non-profit making
organisation created to help people
discover and develop their potential to
care for themselves, others and the
world around them through challenging
experiences in unfamiliar settings.

Course Outline
The following is an example of what your itinerary may look like. Your actual course
plan will vary according to permitting, weather, participant skills and abilities, and
instructor planning/ assessment.
DAY 1 COURSE START

Administration
Ice breaking: Break the barriers between participants as their age is different, this will help on building
up the spirit of readiness.
Setting expectations: Participants to strive for a common goal as they will know each other’s purpose for
attending the course.
Front loading: Participants realise their input and the importance of sharing the experience prior to the
course.
Team building: An opportunity to learn discussion planning and execution.
Lunch at 12:30
Water confidence and deep-water entry: Self-awareness and self-confidence
Safety briefing: Safety precautions
Preparation and gear packing for this 8-day journey: Participants will be introduced to the gear that is
needed for the entire duration of the course. They’ll learn the basic every-day living in the outdoors.
Mapping route and overnight at campsite

DAY 2-3 TRAINING PHASE

Morning routine
Land or sea expedition
Introductory lessons to kayaking, camp craft, navigation
Working on resilience, responsibility of ownership with the choices they made.
Boosting group interaction (deal with frustrations, challenges and executions)
Overnight at campsite

DAY 4-6 MAIN PHASE

Morning routine
Main expedition including water and land challenges such as solo, vertical challenge, ropes course etc.
Team roles and decision making
Leadership and encourage independence
Pushing boundaries in an unfamiliar environment
DAY 7-8 FINAL PHASE

Morning routine
A chance to demonstrate what has been learnt, it is not just about outdoor challenges but also how to
transfer expedition skills to daily life.
A reflection on the journey
A presentation of the Outward Bound certificates
Course end at 1530

Course Preparation
ARRIVAL

Arrive half an hour before your start time. This gives you time to proceed to the meet up point and await
your group members.
WHAT TO WEAR

We recommend you wear course clothing and shoes.
The most important part is what the material is made from, not its brand name.
In general, avoid cotton/ cotton blends and stick to synthetic fabrics like polyester or natural fibers like
silk and wool. Being dressed for the course will also further efficiency on your first day.

USEFUL LINKS

HOW TO ENROL - https://bit.ly/36AZ4sn
OUR LOCATIONS - https://bit.ly/2O7qr6C
WHAT TO PACK - https://bit.ly/3aSrEJ5
PARTICIPANT HANDBOOK - https://bit.ly/2uIPcze
INSTRUCTIONS AND SKILLS

Previous swimming and kayaking experience are not necessary. We will teach you the skills for wilderness
journey both interpersonal and technical skills. Technical skills include: how to pack appropriately,
navigation, and to cook your group meals over stoves and pots washing.

